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BeyondTrust Privileged Remote Access enables security professionals to control, manage, and audit 

authorized access to cloud applications, IT, and OT systems. PRA enforces least privilege protocol over 

both internal and third-party access to critical systems and data with Jumpoints and Jump Clients. Using 

granular, customizable security policies down to the user level, provide employees and vendors secure 

just-in-time access to applications and systems. Enable developers and engineers to operationalize 

efficiently in cloud environments with ephemeral accounts, and even ephemeral Jump Clients. This 

release includes enhancements enabling your teams to have seamless one-click systems access and 

expanded admin capabilities built for organizations focusing on scale. 

Please see the release notes for additional details on these important enhancements. 

Release Highlights 

Enhancement: Faster, Lighter, More Secure Remote Tunneling and Access  

Empower all your technical staff including developers, engineers, and remote workers, to achieve their 

daily tasks without the burden of the full Access Console. When it comes to privileged users remotely 

accessing secure systems, Privileged Remote Access delivers the lightweight solution that users expect, 

with a powerful console for users at the helm. 

Now, users will find centralized controls for your Jump Item list, Active Sessions, Session Initiation, and 

Credential Injection pre-session window, all integrated in Infrastructure Access Mode – just check the 

box when launching Privileged Remote Access.  

Access with Infrastructure Access Mode offers a faster experience with all controls centralized in one tab 

and keeps access lightweight and secure by reducing the need for the Access Console. Ensure all data 

stays within the cloud, with our industry-leading session monitoring capabilities, for every single access 

session. 

 

https://www.beyondtrust.com/docs/release-notes/privileged-remote-access/index.htm


Check “Launch Infrastructure Access Mode” on launch to get started. 

 

Enhancement: Features Designed for Organizations that Scale 

As your organization scales and grows, so does the number of your privileged accounts. Privileged 

Remote Access is designed to empower your organization to scale and grow. In addition to expanding 

the capacity of our vendor groups, we’ve made it easier than ever for teams to work efficiently with 

increases in activity volume. Know which Jump Items you can connect to with a view of in-use statuses 

and connect to virtual machines with your favorite Jump Clients already set up with our Jump Client 

Generic Installer. 

With increased capacity comes increased risks – and PRA helps users stay ahead of it with better 

oversight and increased security with enhancements to the Admin Console. Now, admins can quickly 

pinpoint and identify users who are not using FIDO2 Passwordless Authentication. Let no privileged 

account go unnoticed, with centralized control at your fingertips. 

 

Find a new Passwordless Authentication view in the Users & security tab. 

About BeyondTrust 
 
BeyondTrust is the worldwide leader in intelligent identity and access security, enabling organizations to 
protect identities, stop threats, and deliver dynamic access. We offer the only platform with both 
intelligent identity threat detection and a privilege control plane that delivers zero-trust based least 
privilege to shrink your attack surface and eliminate security blind spots.   

 
BeyondTrust protects identities, access, and endpoints across your organization, while creating a 
superior customer experience and operational efficiencies.  We are leading the charge in innovating 
identity-first security and are trusted by 20,000 customers, including 75 of the Fortune 100, plus a global 
ecosystem of partners. Learn more at www.beyondtrust.com.  
 

http://www.beyondtrust.com/

